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dicktat



“It Doesn’t Take a Dictator to Smother a Free Press”

Assume a Henry leaning on a June 
a month when birds migrate 
nowhere
apart from nests.
Free plums. Free cherries.
The car washes cost you 
cash. Assume higher purpose 
behind the dollar’s foreign 
pyramid. Free wi-fi.
Free the hops. Free smiles 
at story-time.
The armoire in an antique shop is used 
to hide things in a townhouse
where families are polite
secrets cram into heirloom closets. 
Unspeakable DNA.
Assuming it’s better to peek 
than tell.
Free diapers. Free Bibles.
Free plastic pins announcing your status 
as virgin to men on the sidewalk
a butcher shop offers free meat. 
Leftovers. Conditional verbs. Pigs feet 
for puppies.
Assume there are ways to explain. 
Just once, tell your best friend 
about signing the pledge
to wait for marriage.
Free magic. Free holy water. 
Free the happy ever after.
Free trafficked kids from Malaysia 
subsumed under neon.

[Title taken from Dissent article published on 3 May 2017.]



The best words have 
been handed down
   to us
by significant others.

 Learn the fucking language.
 



LEXICON FOR DICKTATIONS

awe
A particular sort of elation which occurs suddenly: a dogwood flower un-
furling, a child’s eyes shut against the visual mirth of mid-day swing, an 
umbrella left open, pink ballet flats. A feeling that doesn’t decant or revise 
itself because the moment can only be known in the way it was remem-
bered. Shot through with light. There is no antidote to the nostalgia which 
keeps elation alive. To write is an ongoing administration of awe, the 
plurality of which is measured by awe- sums.

Borges
The writer who said “censorship is the mother of metaphor.”

cruelty
“The secret of poetry” (Mary Ruefle). The poem’s secret is the necklace 
of beads on the upper lip, the sour taste of sweat in a confession booth, 
the spark of sex lit— a glow our bodies can no longer mask. We have 
seen something impossible. One of us will betray the other by writing it.

deportation
A mechanism whereby governments legally purge the republic of unde-
sired elements. Mexico is the beach at the end of a purge. Friends share 
photos of couples’ massages given by Mexican natives.

desire
What dudes feel. Alternately, a frame for female sexual experience as 
constrained by alleged feelings of dude. Under no circumstances should 
anyone hurt dude’s feelings or cause him pain. Cost of desire is often 
fear of violence or social retaliation. Cocktease. Blue balls. Your fault. 
Nothing you planned becomes your responsibility. Placate.

dissident, poetry
James Scully: “Dissident poetry... does not respect boundaries between 
public and private, self and other. In breaking the boundaries, it breaks 
silences: speaking for, or at best with, the silenced; opening poetry up, 
putting it in the middle of life... a poetry that talks back, that would act as 
part of the world, not simply as a mirror of it.”
In this sense, dissident poetry is a performative speech act, a voice.
 

 



education
The experience of protest lines, pickets, and engaged political action. 
The first- person feel of it. Adrienne Rich says changing the world is not 
“a discrete event” but an ongoing process. Participation is the altering 
education, the way we find and confirm one another.

female
XX. Everything you can shove onto neon. A marketable asset and 
billion-dollar industry for Christian evangelists and human trafficking 
networks.

fracking
A practice whereby rich people creep under the beds of sleeping Amer-
icans and disembowel their property. Often protected for reasons of na-
tional security and freedom of expression. Similar in practice to fucking, 
though much more expensive and elitist.

girl
Similar to “female” only younger and often given to climbing trees, riding 
skateboards, or pretending to be some variant of princess.
 
Hatch, Orrin
A compliment used to designate especially clever and cynical word-
smiths. The expression “You’re a veritable Orrin Hatch” came into use 
after a US politician coincidentally named Orrin Hatch declared: “Capital 



punishment is our society’s recognition of the sanctity of human life.” See 
also “mantra.”

ignorance
The excuse we give to friends, families, and loved ones that voted for 
Trump and Pence. A white lie. A lie armed by white ethno-nationalism. A 
lie is a lie is a lie is a Trumpism. What if we take them at their word? The 
difference between a well- developed character and a prototype depends 
on the writer’s willingness to let the character be true to their beliefs.

jock-strap
A bra for balls. The revolution will require burning of jock-straps and an 
end to the injustice of college football.

keenness
The sensory components of fascination. The space between front teeth. 
The bump on the bridge of a nose. The color of faded pink Manic Panic. 
The heavy- limbed feeling after a weekend of protests. The sentiment 
that strikes you upon finding a lost guitar pick in a country club restroom. 
Fodder.

lever of love
A phrase invented by Vladimir Nabokov to describe “the diabolical 
method of tying a rebel to his wretched country by his own twisted heart-
strings.” The precious darling of vulnerable nationalists and sentimental 
patriots.

loyalty
The wall you have to climb in order to see the other side. Erica Jong: 
“Nothing freezes the imagination like family loyalty or political correct-
ness.”

Mad Hatter’s Riddle
“Why is a raven like a writing desk?”

mantra
A statement or slogan repeated often. For example, the current mantra of 
the United States of Americans is “L’etat, c’est dick.”

national security
 The abstract idea wherein which a landmass covered with millions of 
different mammals can go about their business spending money for a 
possible future. The era’s most seductive muse.



nothing
A trending literary subject. An evasion of something. Patti Smith: “I’m 
sure I could write endlessly about nothing. If only I had nothing to say.”

Oh
A good answer.

partisan
A Party animal. A creature for whom loyalty to a particular form of polit-
ical power exceeds loyalty to individuals, landscapes, trees, and rivers. 
Alternately, someone who takes to the mountains to continue a secret 
guerrilla war against more efficiently militarized partisans. Also a Leonard 
Cohen song.

questions
Statements that request facts or elaboration with respect to particular 
problems or events. Romanian dissident and innovative author Norman 
Manea: “If politics is about power, and art about freedom, then art in a 
totalitarian state comes to stand not only as a challenge—as it does for 
every authority—it comes to stand for nothing less than the enemy. To 
remain honest, to maintain moral and artistic integrity under these cir-
cumstances was something that demanded heroism…. Questions about 
our past—about the lies, the resistance, the complicity, and about artistic 
and moral ideals, about honesty and compromise— will remain with us 
even with the recovery of a more democratic way of life.” Which side are 
you on? Prove it.

remember
The opposite of amnesia. A hashtag for marketing scheduling apps and 
day planners. Three syllables through which we consider what we have 
done. Historian Tony Judt: “Evil, above all evil on the scale practiced 
by Nazi Germany, can never be satisfactorily remembered. The very 
enormity of the crime renders all memorialisation incomplete. Its inherent 
implausibility—the sheer difficulty of conceiving of it in calm retrospect—
opens the door to diminution and even denial. Impossible to remember 
as it truly was, it is inherently vulnerable to being remembered as it 
wasn’t.” War crimes occur because forgetting is a crime. How quickly 
we’ve forgotten the mistakes made in Iraq. How quickly we’ve forgotten 
the heady war psychosis. The distortion and lies which polluted democ-
racy. How little has been written from the perspective of those pummeled 
by bombs. Remembering is the writer’s conscience, the pen’s best friend.
 
setting
Now. Amid the rot of corporate capitalism and self-effacing consumer-
isms. In the space where our experiences and desires are stolen from 



us and returned as products. In a culture where we rely on stores and 
money to name our feelings and define what we experience. On a dock 
by the lake where birds have been silenced by motorboats. Under a sky 
that insists on ambiguity and wilderness.
Pick up the pen. Write a poem to unsettle the self-evidence of ad culture. 
Use your body to pronounce a self. Embody alternatives. Give longing 
and desire an earnest voice.

Tertium non data
An alchemical expression for “the third is not given.”

trombone
An instrument we should do more with.

uncomfortable
A sensation you don’t like. In April 2003, Tony Judt went on television to 
assert that the justification used for Iraq war could have been used to 
justify any sort of war in any place at any time. He knew it would make 
listeners uncomfortable to consider the consequences of their choices. 
But Judt didn’t care: “The historian’s task is not to disrupt for the sake 
of it, but it is to tell what is almost always an uncomfortable story and 
explain why the discomfort is part of the truth we need to live well and 
live properly. A well organized society is one in which we know the truth 
about ourselves collectively, not one in which we tell pleasant lies about 
ourselves.”

vision
The aggregated sum of looking. Julio Cortazar: “In any case, if the likely 
inaccuracy can be seen beforehand, it becomes possible again to look; 
perhaps it suffices to choose between looking and the reality looked at, 
to strip things of all their unnecessary clothing.”

wall
A physical line that keeps people apart. A political mantra for the 21st 
century. Speculative fiction writer and creator of dystopias Ursula K. Le 
Guin wrote: “Those who build walls are their own prisoners. I’m going to 
go fulfill my proper function in the social organism. I’m going to go un-
build walls.” Take this as an impetus to bend a blue note and blur genres.
 



x
The part shared by biological males and females. A cross returned as 
retrograde. A symbol used to designate erasure.

Yes-sayer, The
A piece by Bertolt Brecht viewed by schoolchildren in Weimar Germany. 

X
A continuous affirmation of obedience that prepared German children for 
time of absolute acquiescence. Also a word to describe political apolo-
gists.

Zmeu
The Romanian word for a certain type of very promising dragon that is 
clearly involved in providing lighting and strategy for the resistance. A 
creature that cannot conscience the present dicktat. A mother of three 
and partner to one. A terrible terrible cook.
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